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: STATEMENT OF EFFECT OF ATOMIC WEAPONS ON 

NATIONAL SECURITY AND MILITARY ORGANIZATION 

Memorandum by the Chief of Steff) U.S. Army 

pone resdingeinemvOlnvouravege.c Survey Committee's 

statement on thessbovemaubjectmiuccss. 1477/5), L obtained a 

ne unfavorable over-all impression. While most of the 

specific statements made seem reasonable, the eal tone 

seems to depreciate the importance of the development of 

atomic weapons and to insist unnecessarily strongly that the 

Con ven ona pearicimocn yi ccsmy. Vleiow Dene litinated, While T 

agree entirely, so far as the immediate future is concerned, i 

with the PAawcermocouccOU mime veounO LE LouuslilaveLnere: 1S Strong 

Sula demand at the present that the services be in rane 

ee ene cee ce cere me tonesOmecicusti cement might there— 

Tore, besmisconstrued by “Coneress and the aii and be Looked 

Upome asean andication of Treactionism on the part of the mili- 

tar veouUsitmilw Line nessmundersenvecircums vances to reduce 

Ties. Ze LOlmciomilt tLe rvees LaDlishnent, 

DeRenermove tune sve vcmeonuescems, LO take a negative or 

defensive approach in its analysis of the impiications of the 

avomve bOube and Mighu Detter present an affirmative analysis 

GleUNesesl IolrcauLons 2nd of tines of development which could 

Protitabiy ope followed to improve our armed forces. 

Devise lize cnat the sort of statement required 1s) one 

Witehewouldebesretatively briet yet would include the basic 

iMplleacLons ol, tiie bomb: related specifically to the years 

immediately ahead of us. The statement might indicate the 

reletivesimportance of political measures, as opposed to 

Strictly military measures, in meeting the threat of the 

bomb and show that the military are as interested in pre- 

Venting a war in which the bomb might be used as in winning 

TOS alt fal 4 es ee Enclosure 
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Schima war if at starts. “Consideration should be-given to 

the fact that the composition of ee armed morces: IN Une future 

will depend in part on action taken by the United Nations to 

outlaw or control the bomb. 

The COmMpLEXivy of the problem presented by the discovery 

eke atontc bombs is such, and authoritative knowledge on the 

bomb fs iii Led, stnat tewoulds besnelorul if the statement 

were cleperesalacal Dy ome SOUS SOME mt iemDOU we OL tne paper...” The 

Joint Strategic SUrVey Comms ctee S report. on Guldance to the 

U.S. Representatives of the Military Staff Committe cqyyyyymayis 

GEE: onteinca & broad analysis of the atomic problem from 

Diem c ec Ole perna ll Oneal mconurOlmoome such analysis in 

J.C.S.; 1477/5 seems desirable for adequate presentation of the 

Sup Ae Cu. 

A draft statement on the atomic bomb and its effect on 

the anny heaSmDeCeCmrmpresenvedsvOsmeeWHNLChe1s 2uotached hereto 

in une Appendix. Si nave not yet had time to study this draft i 

ruliy but UVee pea smcic ty while perhaps extreme in some as- 

pects, it might be helpful to the Joint Strategic Survey — 

Committee in a review by them of J.c.S. 1477/5. 

I recommend that J.C.S. 1477/5 be referred back to the 

Joint Strategic Survey Committee for review in light of the 

above comments and the discussions in the draft statement in 

the Appendix hereto and in J.C.S. 1567/26. 

Wh27/ 
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REPO PeE WD Tok 

Daneel 

STATEMENT ON THE ATOMIC BOMB AND ITS EFFECT ON THE ARMY 

In planning for our Army of the future, two distinct 

situations with respect to atomic weapons should be given 

consideration. 

First Assumption: That satisfactory world agreements 

with respect to atomic energy have been made which ensure tnat 

atomic; bombs will not be used under any circumstances. 

Buch agrecments must provide for complete information 

Con eaEU I iieom Aa LON COC oC OL Volcom Olmea IenoLtons, in the atomic 

field.) To get that information, it will be essential from 

our point of view that our representatives or inspectors have 

Oem iL vOmLPAVeImeiroclyronywiere ~iueduy Gime, tO Observe 

and carers wae about any activity which they may suspect 

tee related tomtheruse of atomic energy... Other nations wilt 

undoubtedly require the same. 

Tas Means ties bondonmenvmotesl le rightseor privacy =- 

that of the home, the laboratory and the industrial plant 

throughout the world including the United States, and apart 

from its effect on control of the atom, implies a fundamental 

change in the concept of the right of secret commercial pro- 

cesses and patent rights. 

Backing, up any system for obtaining information must be 

some sort of effective and realistic international measures 

whereby any nation using atomic weapons or getting ready to 

use them would know that, inexorably, the armed weight of all 

the rest of the world would be used against them. 

Should such agreements on the bomb be accompanied by the 

descructiongofgour present stpolyoof atomic weapons and by 

measures which would prevent manufacture of additional ones, 

JCS 1477/6 = oe) = Appendix 
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then our Army of the future would not be influenced greatly 

by the non-existent atomic weapons until the agreement was 

broken or threatened. If the agreement were broken, the world 

would head directly into an atomic weapons armament race with 

the assurance of supremacy, if she chose to assume it, for the 

nation winning that race. Unless the United Nations achieve an 

unprecedented success in establishing genuine world government 

and a reduction of national ambitions and suspicions - in other 

words, ,unless the United Nations genuinely abolish all chance 

of #148 wars - this eventuality will be most probable. 

If the world agreement provides for the retention of a 

small number of atomic weapons for the purpose of enforcing 

peace, 

= byesome, internetionaivagency, 

b. by the United States as the trustee agency of that 

organization, or, a 

i by each of the major powers as agents of that organ- 

BZ LOR 5 

our Army of the future must be planned with due regard for the 

unprecedented power of the weapon and its potentiality for 

Sugden wecr ppling delivery: etAtsmall number of such bombs = could 

give an enormous initial advantage but would not assure final 

victory unless they were followed up by more bombs. 

second Assumption: That satisfactory world agreements 

nave nou been reacned and atomic bombs will be available to 

Sn CreOlsecuce Linco ms jOreneationss within the course of 15 or 20 
a ee 

Years ongeveng5eons 10. a 

Erouiipinenspneran armament race in atomic weapons & and 

the world could not long survive such a race - then the United 

States must for all time maintain absolute supremacy in atomic 

weapons, including number, size and power, efficiency, means 

for immediate offensive use and defense against atomic attack. 

JOS 1477/6 = Wh Appendix 
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We must also have a worldwide intelligence service which will 

keep us at all times completely informed of any activities of 

Otrer mations in the atomic tTield “and of their military imven- 

eee y mle a 

If we were ruthlessly realistic, we would not permit any 

foreign power with which we ere not firmly allied, and in 

which we do not have absolute confidence, to make or possess 

atomic weapons. If such a country started to make atomic wea- 

pons we would destroy its capacity to make them before it had 

progressed far enough to threaten us. @ifpthere were vonlypsome 

very existence. Either we must have a hard-boiled, realistic, 

enforceable, world agreement ensuring that atomic weapons will 

not be used in the future or we and our dependable allies must 

have an exclusive supremacy in the field, which means that no 

other nation can be permitted to have atomic weapons. The 

Ontced states is in the best position now to get and enforce 

worldwide agreement on the bomb - tae site from now will be 

too late to initiate the agreements. However, genuine and 

esti mutual confidence between the great nations is the 

prime essential requirement for such an agreement, and this will 

not be easy to obtain. Realistically, the*second alternative 

Verve pewequeiry d17Tri cule torachieve. There rore, | LevPus Com 

eicer Une probabie effect Sn our armies yor sacs Pewee ery Webe' 

unrestricted atomic armaments race. 

The atomic bomb is not an all-purpose weapon. One would 

not use a pile-driver for driving tacks when a tack hammer would 

do a better and a cheaper job. It is a weapon of tremendous, 

devastating power, capable of being produced in more than ade- 

quate numbers to influence decisively the outcome of. any future 

JCS 1477/6 - 55 - Appendix - 
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Scnrlicte lt can be simplified and improved from,its early 

models and if we are to judge from past developments of other 

weapons future bombs should be more powerful than the bombs 

used at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 

The atomic bomb is basically an offensive weapon - a 

Meee onmor raord Sttr. Clone men Wuheioewar can be carried to the 

enemy's heart and vitals and there it can utterly destroy his 

CellC Gy eLOEt Tehumand wevciiaL Om Venom climused inssulficient num- 

bers, it can completely destroy the densely populated centers of 

any nation on earth. It is a weapon of suddenness, complete- 

ness and toteality.9 -Two disciplined nations each using the bomb 

Cam destroy cach socher! swentire national life, yet neither could 

invade the other with large armed forces in the face of atomic 

pombs used on the convoys, beachheeads or airheads. i1t makes 

war unendurable. Its very existence should make war unthinkable. 

The atomic bomb cannot stand alone in the nation's arsenal. 

To put all our reliance on that one powerful weapon is to court 

disaster. Stored bombs could be captured or sabotaged if they 

were not adequately protected by armed forces. For some time 

to come the military effort to get 5 tame Domoamvargee tl, ine The 

face of strong enemy defenses will be considerable. Therefore 

if one or more of the bombs proved to be "duds" at the wrong 

tine, serious effects on our strategy might result. The bomb 

must be transported safely to bases from which it can be sent 

against an enemy. These bases must be held secure against the 

enemy and new bases closer to the enemy may need to be won. The 

bomb must Dewees Fivercdsoneucnemy stargets, injepite of enemy resisa- 

Gace mel le UChr uOr yea oLecked imust be ~occupied and controlled. 

For our protection the air and sea lanes around our lands and 

toward an enemy must be dominated by our arms. Adequate forces, 

air, ground and sea, specifically organized and trained for their 

flission, must be used for this purpose and for the defense of our 

JCS) L477 7/6 - 36 - Appendix 
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large centers of population and industry. All these consider- 

ene mean that we must have adequate, diversified, well- 

rounded military forces, trained for almost instantaneous ac- 

tion. Furthermore the entire netion must be disciplined to 

withstand cataclysmic destruction of key cities at home and 

seal yas able to win the war. 

‘The size of an Army mobilized for a war would be smaller 

than that for the recent war, because it is inconceivable that 

a waricarried on with an ample supply of atomic weapons on one 

or both sides could last long enough to mobilize, ‘train, equij 

and maintain & vast Army. - The.force mobilized at the start: of 

& war could perhaps be doubled or trebled in time to be useful. 

For the next 5 to 10 years, our Army will have the major 

tasks of occupying former enemy territory; garrisoning overseas 

Gases, and providing « strategic mobile force for our national 

security and for possible use by the United Nations. We hope 

also that it will supervise Universal Military Training. For 

those tasks there. Will necessarily be required a considerable 

force, both ground and air, without-consideration of the ‘in- 

plications of atomic weapons. The size, composition, organiza- 

tion and equipment of the forces concerned with the essential 

tasks mentioned above will be such as will best meet the chang- 

ing mission over the next several years. 

The post war Army will be definitely and markedly affected 

DyeGnGe mpl i Ciulons of the atomic. Domb. sJust howrand@ to what 

extent is not yet clear. It will be largely influenced by what 

effective measures, if any, are taken ts control the atomic 

problem. What these measures will be will depend lergely on 

the actions of Congress and the jiGes Te. For the next 

several years study, experiment, invention, development and 

training will point the way toward the best kind of an Army to 

build around the all-powerful atomic weaponssoratheskindgsor 
| 
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poOP. SECRET 

Army needed should atomic weapons be outlawed. One youlds be 

rash indeed to try and state now in detail what that Army will 

be ten years hence. Certain indications are clear, however, 

and preliminary conclusions can be drawn from them. Some of 

those: follow: 

1. Should we engage in a major war within the next five 

years, the atomic bombs used will be much like those used 

at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Delivery of the bombs probabiy 

will be made by airplanes with selected crews. Assembly and 

technical supervision of the bombs will be done by scientific 

and technical personnel from the Manhattan Project. The 

bombs are still a long way from being standard or routine 

weapons. What will come in the future depends on the de- 

velopment of new weapons and methods of delivery. 

Bk Special air units, With most modern aircraft and 

other Bent oneno Crainederorsinstantaettack, .locaced atebases 

primarily in the United States, but using overseas bases 

for staging and final arming, will have to be assigned the 

mission of delivering atomic bombs anywhere in the world. 

9. There should be several highly mobile ground units, 
Ae toe sg EMRE N, fe 

or ne ee, 

trained and equipped for rapid SHORING by fastest trans- 

portation for the purpose of seizing and holding bases and 

CU lULceatearersenou avallabple, to us in time of peace. ~ Thoge 

mobile units should be backed up by 2 number of. slLower- 

moving, more heavily armed units to act in support. 

4. There should be available as mobilized units or 

available for instant mobilization, sufficient forces (land, 

sea, and air) to control the sea and air lanes surrounding 

the United States, its possessions and outlying bases and 

Poreselerdistances beyond 85 78s 25 protect our Cites, 

industries, and baseg. 

5. Overseas bases needed for launching attacks against 

potential enemies should be adequately equipped, guarded 

and supplied. 
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6. All possible methods of delivery of atomic weapons 

including aircrafs, @uided missiles, rockets and submerines 

Zeca be studied and developed. Units for using best 

Methods Ol detiveryectouras be made partof “our ariicd tornees. 

{.« Our Intelligence forces must be strengthened many- 

fold, made world-wide and be competent always to know and 

to give prompt, accurate and complete answers to the 

questions: "What are other nations doing in the atomic 

weapon field?" and "What are sineir intentions. Pets assiet 

Sie cls, ole earliest possible establishment of an effective 

Central invellig¢ence agency seems or highest importance. 

8. Many governmental and military installations must be 

arranged by construction, concealment; dispersal and °other 

Meaniseso ASLO COnuiiue, LONTUNCULON during any enemy attack 

with atomic weapons. Our atomic weapons installations, 

including certain meanufacturing plants, storage points, 

launching sites and airbases, would be in that category. 

General dispersal of industry does not appear to be feasible 

aeeawels Ee Liew ale OCaUlenemang COs uae involved. | Lh disperse 

of key critical industries is undertaken, it should be for 

Seii-convsined plants and=not’ just the component parts. An 

atomic weapon war is visualized as not being a prolonged 

one; hence it is believed that the war will have to be soe 

largely with our initial stockpile of weapons and equipment, 

auginented by all-out production of essential items. | 

Omerorcessot Go to lOenl Pivon men in the Army @for ea iver 

are not now visualized, for the reason that an atomic weapor 

war should have reached a decision before such great forces 

could be mobilized, equipped, trained and maintained. Forc¢ tp 

of perhaps one-half that number might be required and their 

assembly in time seems feasible. However, since atomic war 

will very likely be a war of surprise and will surely be on 
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for our very survival, our total manpower should have haa 

some military training and be disciplined to withstand the 

tremendous shock of atomic attack. Without such discipline 

dur nation might give way to panic and hysteria and not be 
| 

able GOucarryecnecomesucceoc man ico,. tic machinery for eae 
| - 
Toes ouUrsmiLEtaryesctlonenususDpes cone most efficient, speedy 

and centralized passible. 

| 10. Because an atomic weapon war will not let us have 

months to prepare in comparative security, a larger vercent- 

age of our war force unit must be keptalways ready. Much 

of that forces should be in Gompoments, including sir, which 

can be ready to carry immediate offensive war against the 

= 

enemy. ' ere 

11. Defense against the atomic bomb will always be inade- 

guate. The only defense which we can yet foresee Use lors cop 

. the Lean wanes a eae See cic OCinD ite carried Dy 

gircraft, it will be possible to stop a Loreerpercentacon. G 

those aircraft attacking our vital centers but only_one or 

two need get through to wreak great destruction. Our de- 

fenses against atomic attack by air will therefore require 

considerable forces. There must, likewise, be continued 
eed PORES ROE oe 

meseerch ol the highest quality and urgency in the defensive 
AR EV ee tee 

Pied. 

Me Vel vomCopemouuiec Uris oC nyvel le lLdvoOLaresponstp..— 

ity, it is clear that a strong properly equipped Navy to en- 

sure our freedom of the seas is an essential part of our 

national defense. The Navy is taking full advantage of all 

the lessons which can be learned from studies of atomic 

weapons including the data which will be available after 

the forthcoming tests against naval vessels. 
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15. Detailed plans concerning sizc, organiza 

tion, and equipment of the future Army are now MNdGY Ti AG. 

sive study. The effect of atomic weapons is being considered 

Ba ae planning as on the etrect of any international ac- 

sie taken in the United Nations. As these plans crystallize, 

such of them as require Congressional action will be pre- 

sented promptly for consideration by the Congress. 

The atomic bombs dropped on Japan had two primary cirilecve: 

first, ithe sudden ending of the war with the consequent saving 

of the lives of thousands of our men; and second, a profound 

revolution in military thought. The atomic bomb is a terrify- 

ing advance over other weapons. It will influence warfare far 

more than did gunpowder Or thesairnpiane..) ts destructiveness 

makes it imperative that world peace be achieved. If the 

peoplés| of the major powers of the world really knew or could 

understand the peril inherent in atomic weapons they would de- 

mand ale eee various governments a real solution to the prob- 

lem of war. 

However Ulli.) SUCH Gime as arresuit of United Nation's 

G@emocle ect ODeo  echance Giana jor ware 19s truly nil, no policy 

1s sound which is based on the assumption that atomic weapons 

WoleeUcmoULleWweCdmLOred. tJ suime toecome. | Time will be necded for 

the gradual evolution of national and international thinking 

and resultant policies on the use of atomic energy in general, 

and of atomic weapons in particular. Presumably any interneatison- 

al agreements reached will contain provisions for the exploita- 

tion Of atomic energy for peacetime uses. As has been stated 

to the Senate Committee, in this exploitation for peaceful pur- 

poses there will be bullt up supplies of active materials suffi- 

cient for many bombs. Thus there will always be a vast military 

potential which must not be forgotten. Furthermore I understand 

that the time for conversion of peacetime atomic energy plants 

to war purposes would be dangerously short. It apenas Deere. 

tee that we risk the security of our country when we gamble 

that there will be time to detect sae) a take decisive action 

against any nation that violates its agreement before atomic 

Gisasteri is upon us. 
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Our military establishment must not be excluded from 

research and development in the atomic weapon field. We can- 

not lean exclusively on any agency which concerns itself pri- 

Aiesiage with possible peaceful uses of atomic energy. Any 

commission such as that proposed in the May-Johnson Bill must 

have as its primary concern the military security of the 

United States. TS accomplish that end the Army and Navy must 

have eo major part in determining how atomic energy will be 

applied to nationel defense. If there are to be atomic weapons 

in’ the; world, we must have the best, the biggest and the most; 

Soe cleat eI sNay jomusteno um Oem OlVOrceds: rome their respon- 

sibility of defending the United Stetes. 
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